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Knowing my mum gets checked on 
every day during the week takes some 
of the pressure off my wife and I, and 

gives us additional peace of mind.

It makes me feel so much better 
knowing that I get my postie’s friendly 
call to check on me three times a week.

Many people don’t want to be 
visited by social workers or carers, 
but everyone talks to their postie.

Joe Dickinson, inventor of Call&Check

Mike, son of Call&Check user

Amy, 82, living alone

Call&Check: the full facts
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Call&Check offers regular visits to vulnerable,  
elderly members of the community who would 
benefit from a bit of extra help and support. 

The visits are made by the client’s local postal worker – a friendly  
face they already know – daily, weekly or as agreed. 

When they “call and check”, the postal worker asks the client  
five simple questions (which may vary). For example:
1. How are you today?
2. Have you taken your medicine today?
3. Do you need any new prescriptions?
4. Is there anything that is troubling you?
5. Are there any requests for support or help you would like us to pass on?

Responses are sent via the Call&Check Engine™ on the postal workers’ digital 
handsets to the Call&Check Hub, which passes on messages and requests 
in real time to the client’s approved contacts – these could be family, carers, 
neighbours, social workers, GPs, voluntary workers and so on. 

The Call&Check service:
• Enables people to stay in their own homes for longer, and to return 

home more quickly after hospital treatment
• Helps coordinate support around the individual
• Works to alleviate loneliness and isolation
• Supports carers as well as clients
• Increases community cohesion
• Connects people into the community and the community into people
• Is available as a regular or ad hoc service, with no time limit
• Provides a professional, reliable and affordable service
• Ensures all staff, including the postal workers, are police-checked
• Opens up new revenue streams for postal services
• Creates savings for health providers, local and central government

The Call &Check service

We’re not carers, but we care 

The postal worker is not providing medical  
care or assistance to the client – they are 

simply a regular, friendly face that frequently 
calls and checks, and through the Call&Check 
Hub can raise concerns with designated third 

parties where necessary. 
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One of the greatest challenges for healthcare in the 21st century is how to 
meet the needs of the rapidly ageing population. Many elderly people can  
find themselves increasingly isolated, with escalating care needs making it 
more difficult for them to continue living in their own homes. Yet the costs of 
publicly funded residential, health and community care threaten to bankrupt 
care systems if they continue on their current trajectories.

On the other side of the letterbox, postal services across the world are 
searching for new income streams as physical post declines in the face of 
the irresistible rise of web-based communication, with letter deliveries down 
approximately 15% year-on-year.  

Two seemingly disconnected problems. No obvious solutions.

Then in 2012, Joe Dickinson had an idea. 

While working as special projects manager for 
Jersey Post in the Channel Islands, he realised 
postal workers were the one remaining uniformed 
service still visiting people’s homes every day of  
the working week. Joe’s brainwave was to harness 
the post’s increasingly underutilised infrastructure 
and its highly recognisable, trusted workforce,  
to support the ageing population to stay safely  
in their homes for longer.

The idea was Call&Check: a community service 
putting the individual at the centre of care. 

The story

Recent research on an ageing society has focused on the importance 
of looking beyond health and social care services for ideas on how to 

support older people in the community. This involves thinking about 
other organisations who might be able to help. Call&Check is a great 

example of this and shows how everyday contact can make all the 
difference to the lives of older people.

Joseph Rowntree Foundation 
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Nothing like Call&Check had ever been tried 
anywhere in the world, so in November 2013  
a trial began in selected areas of Jersey with a 
representative group of people over the age of 65, 
which was later rolled out across the whole Island.
The focus was not just on checking up on people, but also on creating  
a record of that visit and being able to put them in touch with their families, 
friends and carers, as well as enhancing contact with GPs, the voluntary  
sector and community social groups. 

It’s been a resounding success, and continues to this day.

Postal workers are able to incorporate Call&Check into their normal  
rounds and enjoy helping their Call&Check clients. Carers and family feel  
more supported and reassured that their loved one is being checked on  
when they cannot do this for themselves. The local community has been 
invigorated, with people eagerly stepping in to help and support their 
neighbours, and voluntary services welcoming new people into their fold.  
It’s also helping to break down the pervading silos of activity in the social  
and healthcare communities. 

Most importantly, the recipients love it. They feel supported and more 
confident in their homes with someone looking out for them. 

By better coordinating care,  
reducing pressure on traditional services  

and creating new revenue for the postal service, 
Call&Check is a win-win-win.

Proof of concept 

I am an independent person but  
I look forward to my Call&Check visit.

Derek, 90, living alone

Supporting 
people in their 

own homes

Reducing 
pressure on 
healthcare 

services

Creating 
new revenue 
streams for 

postal service
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Since the 2013 trial began, Call&Check has received 
global recognition, and we are now advising postal 
operators, governments, healthcare providers and 
health-insurance companies around the world on 
adopting and developing the idea further.
There are three main organisations which will benefit from the service:

• Postal operators will benefit from an increased recognition of the social 
value of their services and a new revenue stream during a period of 
declining mail volumes.

• Health and social service providers will benefit from improved, coordinated 
care, achieving support around the individual and helping them remain in 
their homes – safe, healthy, connected – for longer.

• Health and social care funders will benefit from reduced costs of services, 
enabling reallocation of resources and funds into other areas.

Impact and beneficiaries

Connected communities where everyone 
is free from loneliness and isolation.

Our vision

We will deliver support systems to better connect 
people with their communities, enabling them to 
lead safer, healthier and sociable lives in their own 
homes for longer.  

Our mission Systems  

The Call&Check system operates in real time, using a comprehensive 
data management system – the Call&Check Engine™ – developed 
with NexJ Health, a world leader in patient-facing digital platforms.

The system is safe and secure, with ultimate control over personal 
data lying in the hands of the person at the centre of care – they 
decide who has access to it. 

The Call&Check Engine™ is designed to be compatible with postal 
and police service handsets, and has an app compatible with Android 
and IOS devices for use by the recipient, their families/carers, and 
other involved parties. 
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What started as a revenue-generating 
idea for Jersey Post has already evolved 
into a health and wellbeing service, and 
further core support areas are designed 
into the system.  
In the UK, the current focus is on safety and security, with 
clients being supported with issues including nuisance calls, 
unwanted visits, antisocial behaviour, crime and harassment. 

Additional planned core support areas include…

Financial security, including checks for phone/email scams, 
begging letters and rogue traders, as well as connecting  
clients to reputable agencies such as Citizens Advice.

Community and social connection, putting voluntary services and 
community groups in touch with clients to access their services, 
and introducing people to hobby and shared interest groups.

Property management and support, introducing clients to  
Call&Check-approved companies and tradespeople – vital  
for helping people to remain at home safely.

…and we know there will be many more. 

Development and innovation

While currently the focus is on meeting the needs of the growing elderly 
population who wish to live in their own homes but require more support, 
Call&Check is suitable for a wider range of people, including those recently 
discharged from hospital, victims of crime and harassment, disabled people, 
other vulnerable adults and those who are simply lonely. Call&Check is a 
collaborative, enriching system, and the potential scope and benefits are huge. 

the
person at 
the centre 

of care

health & 
wellbeing

safety & 
security

community 
& social 

connection

property 
maintenance 

& support

financial 
support 

& security
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Call&Check enables you to live independently,  
sociably and confidently in your own home for longer.  
While the desire to stay in your own home in your later years is a natural one, 
it may also lead to loneliness, which is increasingly recognised as a major risk 
factor for worsening health, both physical and mental. With Call&Check, you 
don’t have to worry about being isolated, because someone you trust is calling 
in, chatting with you and looking out for you on a regular basis. 

Your Call&Check is a simple conversation that connects you with the world 
around you – your family, friends, neighbours, GP, local community groups, 
voluntary services and trusted businesses – all starting with a friendly face 
asking, “Hello, how are you today?”

The most important thing is that you’re in control.
• You choose to join – no one else can sign you up*.
• You choose how many days a week you want your Call&Check.
• You choose your own “keyholder” – someone to whom your requests  

and concerns can be passed straightaway.

Call&Check connects you into the heart of your community. 
 

*Except where someone has power of attorney.

Call&Check provides  
you with support, respite  
and peace of mind. 
When you are a carer, who cares  
for you? Around one in ten people  
is caring for someone, and every care-giver knows how this overlaps the 
needs of your other loved ones, your job, your home and yourself. Call&Check 
recognises carers need looking after, too.

A regular Call&Check for your loved one gives you the confidence and 
reassurance that they aren’t out of the community’s mind when you are out  
of sight. It connects you into their circle of care, creating a network of people 
who support you by providing more support for your loved one – adding up  
to less stress, less worry and more time for both of you to enjoy life. 

• If you are the keyholder, Call&Check will let you know how your loved one 
is in real time – and, thanks to the Call&Check app, you’ll be able to contact 
the other members of their circle of care quickly and easily. 

• If someone else is the keyholder, you can rest assured that the wellbeing  
of your loved one is in good hands. 

• If you’ve ever felt alone or overwhelmed as a carer, with Call&Check just  
a click away, you don’t have to anymore.

Call&Check is a support network for you, not just the person you care for.

 

Benefits for  

the person at the centre of care
Benefits for  

the carer

If you are interested in Call&Check for yourself, 
your family, friends or anyone else you know, 
see page 24 for how to get in touch, or visit 
callandcheck.com

person 
at the 
centre 
of care

carer

voluntary 
sector

community

postal 
service

funding 
agency

person 
at the 
centre 
of care

carer

voluntary 
sector

community

postal 
service

funding 
agency
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The potential savings and benefits of Call&Check  
to local and central funders are game-changing.  
Societies around the world are struggle to meet the increasing and seemingly 
intractable demand that rapidly ageing populations are placing on health and
social services, including emergency care and management of chronic, endemic 
conditions such as dementia, cardiovascular disease, diabetes and obesity. 

Call&Check offers a proven, low-fi, low-cost, high-impact solution. Not only is  
it highly attractive to elderly recipients and those involved in their circle of care, 
it also taps into the resources already available but often inefficiently utilised 
in communities and joins them up via an intelligent, innovative and elegantly 
simple eHealth initiative. Call&Check is an ideal service for social prescribing.

This has the potential for impacting positively on a range of outcomes:
• Improvements in quality of life for an ageing demographic, including 

amelioration of health-risk factors, both physiological and psychological.
• Concomitant reductions in costs of acute and chronic service provision by 

health providers and local/central government, enabling more effective 
targeting of scarce resources.

• Revitalising of carers, local communities and organisations, including the 
postal services that deliver Call&Check.

Call&Check provides a proven and highly  
cost-effective care solution.

Call&Check enables  
postal services to thrive  
within the changing  
communications landscape.
While traditional letter post is declining as digital communication channels 
grow, postmen and postwomen occupy a valuable but increasingly threatened 
niche in our communities as the only person many vulnerable and isolated 
older residents see and talk to face-to-face on a regular basis. 

Call&Check harnesses and evolves this vital resource to enable postal  
workers to continue to do what they do best, deliver messages – not just 
letters anymore, but personal messages from those they Call&Check on while 
doing their rounds, to ensure the recipients feel and indeed are safe to stay in 
their own homes for longer.

• A simple, easily implementable and highly scalable new revenue stream.
• A revitalised business model that enhances the perceived value of the 

postal service in society.
• Increased job satisfaction for postal workers who Call&Check, with 

reciprocal productivity and retention benefits.

Call&Check provides new income and renewed purpose for postal services.

To speak to an executive relationship manager 
about the Call&Check opportunity, see page 24  
or visit callandcheck.com

Benefits for   

the funding agency
Benefits for  

the postal  
service

person 
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Call&Check supports and  
enhances your vital contribution.
The voluntary sector plays an invaluable role in supporting local communities. 
Data from the Jersey trials suggests it typically supports 10% of the ageing 
population and, without such help, “care in the community” as we know it 
would collapse.
 
With Call&Check, voluntary groups are better supported to help people, 
including those who may not currently even be on the radar. This creates a vital 
link between those who would benefit from voluntary-sector involvement and 
you, the people who offer it – promoting optimal use of the time, effort and 
expertise that is freely given.

Call&Check fosters:

• Enhanced outreach to the community.
• More effective coordination of care.
• Support for the voluntary sector, plugging it into the recipient’s circle of care  

Call&Check supports the voluntary sector to support society’s vulnerable members.

Benefits for   

the voluntary sector

Call&Check returns  
community to the people  
who live and work in it.
Modern society is full of people who  
need care, people and organisations  
who give care, and those who are in pole  
position to contribute but might not even be aware of that fact. 

In a rapidly ageing society, this is an issue that is not going to disappear. 
Increasing numbers of older, vulnerable people need care to be able to 
continue living in their own homes; we simply cannot afford residential  
care for all, even if that were what the majority wanted or needed. 

The answer so far has been a world of silos, where those who need care  
and those who give it exist in largely parallel planes. Call&Check is a simple 
way of breaking down the silos – of connecting all these people – to provide 
an outcome that is, that rarest of things, a win for all parties. 

With Call&Check, communities benefit from:
• A low-cost, sustainable way to care, with face-to-face contact as the driving force.
• A virtuous circle of care and enrichment for all who participate, with the 

recipient firmly at the centre of that care circle.
• A simple way to enable vulnerable older people to maintain their 

independence in their own homes, within their own community.

Benefits for   

the community

To find out more about how you can work with  
Call&Check and how Call&Check can work for 
you, see page 24 for how to get in touch, or visit  
us at callandcheck.com
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Phil qualified as a pharmacist in 1987. He  
began his career with Boots before buying his 
first pharmacy in 1991. He grew the business until 
its sale to the Channel Island Cooperative Society (CICS) in 
2014, after which he took on a newly created role as Head of 
Healthcare and helped integrate the pharmacy business and 
establish CICS’s medical practice.

Phil has extensive experience working with government 
departments and other professional bodies. He is focused 
on establishing patient-focused care systems – working with 
existing and new innovative mechanisms and services – to 
enable people to maintain their independence and control 
over their care, and to help them stay in their homes, with 
their communities, family and friends, for longer.

In June 2018 Phil became the Chairperson of Family Nursing 
and Home Care, the charity which operates the community 
nursing and care service in Jersey.

“When Joe Dickinson first introduced me 
to the idea of Call&Check, I was captivated 
by its simplicity and how it draws care, both 
community and professional, around people, 
helping them to maintain their self-sufficiency 
and independence.”

Phil Romeril    
Director/founder

The principals

Joe worked as an IT and business consultant 
for over 25 years, advising on IT system design 
and working in Europe and the US. He has 
also managed various medical research projects, 
including boron neutron-capture therapy (BNCT) for 
cancer treatment, holographic 3D imaging, and multi-wire 
detector cardiac-imaging technology. The latter project 
involved working closely with its physicist inventor, the late 
Nobel Laureate George Charpak. Joe also worked on the 
design and development of telehealth systems.

In 2011 Joe started his role with Jersey Post in the Channel 
Islands, where he invented, designed and implemented the 
Call&Check community service. This made use of the postal 
operator’s existing infrastructure to deliver a new platform 
that helps support the community’s health and social needs. 
For this work he received the World Postal Award 2014  
and The Sunday Times UK Social Innovator of 2014, and  
in 2016 Call&Check was one of just four international  
health-improvement projects selected for trial in the US.

Joe Dickinson    
Director/founder

“Call&Check is a simple concept, but it works. 
Since I first came up with the idea, my desire 
has been to see it grow and develop into a 
service that can help people deal with the 
many problems of our ageing society.”
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IT system: 
Call&Check 
Engine™

Implementation 
programmes

Post-launch 
delivery support

The expertise 

Strategy 
development 
support

Planning  
and design

• Setting goals and establishing intentions
• Outlining business models
• Defining revenue structures
• Developing and managing  

relationships with:
 – Government
 – Postal operators
 – Voluntary sector

• Creating a detailed business model
• Designing a practical workflow 
• Delivering high levels of training support
• Supplying contracts and standard 

operating procedures

Our in-house expertise enables a 360 degree 
service to fully support your organisation in 
delivering Call&Check.
We can take you from the strategy-formation stage, through planning and 
design of your bespoke business model, to implementation, as well as ongoing 
post-launch support and development, to ensure Call&Check reaches its full 
potential – for you, your clients and the community.

The service is tailored for your requirements and encompasses:

• Providing a complete  
project-management package

• Establishing your  
change-management strategy

• Maintaining flexible  
business-relationship models

• Championing innovation and  
development partnerships  
(services, products)

• Promoting international  
collaborative learning

• Installing the Call&Check Engine™,  
including handset apps

• Providing expert levels of ongoing  
support and development
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Call&Check is an excellent example of  
cross-sector innovation, harnessing the 
unique infrastructure of the postal service to 
address one of society’s biggest challenges: 
affordable and accessible healthcare. 
Dr Emma Stanton, MRCP MBA, co-founder Beacon UK, nominated  
one of Health Service Journal’s Top Innovators in the NHS

We can no longer rely solely on healthcare  
for our health. Changing lifestyles, including 
ageing, mean that more and more people 
need care and the healthcare industry is 
poorly equipped to deal with the ever-growing 
demand. By looking differently at existing 
structures in our societies we can find new 
forms of health-related value. Call&Check is 
essentially leading the world in thinking both 
differently and bravely about new forms of 
value in our ever-changing world.
Dr Pritpal S Tamber MBChB, leading health innovator

Call&Check is one of those simple ideas which  
has huge possibilities. 
Andrew Green, former Minister for Health and Social Services, Jersey

It’s a good way for the postal service to evolve 
in the face of falling mail volumes. It shows how 
important the postal worker is to the community. 
Terry Pullinger, Deputy General Secretary (Postal), CWU Union

We are excited by what you are doing and want  
to stay close to it. 
Professor Michael E Porter, Harvard Business School, leading world  
authority on health care and strategy

At the heart of this would be the thought of giving 
posties back their sense of purpose, which is 
connecting people meaningfully. That is exciting. 
IDEO, international innovation company

The recognition
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To find out more about Call&Check and how it can 
help and support you, your family and friends, your 
community or your organisation, please get in touch.

Government, voluntary & corporate enquiries 
To talk to one of our executive relationship managers 
• Call Phil Romeril on 01534 280800
• Or email info@callandcheck.com   

 

Personal enquiries 
• Email hello@callandcheck.com 
• Call 01534 280800
• Or visit www.callandcheck.com

Get in touch

IBM Institute for Business Value: Loneliness and the aging population, 2017

IHI/Commonwealth Fund: Postal service Call&Check visits for isolated, 
frail elderly in the community, 2017 

HM Government Department for Digital, Media, Culture and Sport:  
A connected society – a strategy for tackling loneliness, 2018

4th Berlin Care Conference, 2018

International Journal of Care Coordination: Call&Check, a community 
service which disrupts the norm, 2019

Hall & Partners: Can society help cure the loneliness epidemic? 2019

Mail & Express Review: The caring side of post, 2019

Winner, World Mail Award for  
Corporate Social Responsibility, 2014

Sunday Times Change Maker  
UK Social Innovator of the Year, 2014

Presented as an example of effective 
intervention and community service  
by the British-Irish Council 2015

Selected by the Institute for Healthcare 
Improvement (IHI) and Commonwealth 
Fund as one of four international 
innovations for trial in the US, 2016
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Get in touch
For more details about the  
Call&Check service, how to  
register or make a referral,  
please contact us:

Call 01534 280800
Email  hello@callandcheck.com
Web callandcheck.com
Write Call&Check
 de Carteret House
 7 Castle Street
 St Helier
 Jersey 
 JE2 3BT
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